SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
ADDENDUM NO.1
Request for Quotation No.2137015
Water Services – Pipes, Valves, Fittings, etc.
Date: September 24, 2021
This addendum forms part of the contract documents and shall be read, interpreted, and coordinated with all
other parts. The costs of all work contained herein shall be included in the tender submission. The following
revisions, clarifications, changes, additions, or deletions supersede the information contained in the original
documents to the extent referenced and shall become part thereof:

Number of pages including attachments: 7
Item No.1
Question: The T266 is made of concrete would you be willing to look at a polymer plastic one that is H20
rated?
Answer: The Regional District would like plastic meter boxes as we do not require concrete ones for
vehicular traffic areas (drive ways etc.) the proposed meter boxes need to meet the MMCD Standards.
Item No.2
Question: Can we please get drawings on the Jumbo Meter box with 2” reading hole and the Jumbo Meter
box extension?
Answer: Yes, please see appendix C which provide the standard details for water meter boxes
installations; in addition to this we have provide appendix D for your reference with the specifications
from the preferred manufacturer. There is no specified location for RD antenna location per our
standards, but the circumference of the hole should fall 3” inside from any edge of the box lid and must
not interfere with structural members of the lid assembly.
Item No.3
Question: Will the SCRD consider a RFQ response that is incomplete or offers pricing for only some of the
sections?? EI – The SCRD has required that bidders offer a Terminal City Hydrant only. If a supplier is
incapable of supplying the Terminal City brand hydrant- does that exclude them from bidding the entire
RFQ??
Answer: The Regional District requires hydrants that meet our specification’s; however, they do not
have to be terminal city equivalent products will be considered. It is preferred that the Bidders provide
pricing for all items nonetheless the Regional District will accept submissions for all, part or none.
Item No.4
Question: The SCRD has requested AWWA C110 DI Fittings in the specification requirement for DI
Fittings. To my knowledge, AWWA C153 fittings are acceptable to the SCRD. Will C153 fittings be
accepted for this RFQ?
Answer: Yes, we would accept C153 fittings where compatible with C110 fittings and the fittings
matches C110 equivalent pressure class rating.
Item No.5
Question: Please confirm the pressure class of Ductile Iron Pipe that the SCRD requires?
Answer: 350 PSI
Item No.6
Question: Many of the manufacturers have indicated that fix term prices will not be provided for the duration
of the three years requested on this RFQ. Will the SCRD accept a proposal with only 1 year of price term?
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Answer: No.
Item No.7
Question: Can an extension be offered to sort through questions/answers provided?
Answer: No.
Addendum No.2 is issued prior to receipt of submission and shall form part of the contract documents. The
revisions shall clarify the information contained in the original Proposal documents issued on September 17,
2021.
If you have any questions regarding the above, please contact the undersigned.
Vanessa Schilling, Purchasing & Risk Officer
Sunshine Coast Regional District
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